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1. Introduction
The role metadata have played in the management of geospatial datasets has been widely
documented (Göbel and Lutze, 1998; Kim, 1999; Tsou, 2002; Limbach et al., 2004).
Often employed by institutions to organise, maintain and document their geographic
resources internally, metadata can also provide a vehicle for exposing marketable data
assets externally when contributed to geospatial exchange initiatives such as the UK’s
public sector metadata service gigateway and its academic equivalent Go-Geo!
Regardless of application, geospatial metadata provide information which support
decisions involving the resources they describe, whether for the data custodian, data user
or potential procurer.
The evolution of geographic data storage and access strategies have meanwhile resulted
in the introduction of solutions advancing beyond the traditional monolithic, single-user
dataset paradigm to multi-user enterprise or corporate GIS solutions that support access
and extraction of information at sub-dataset levels. These advances have more recently
been mirrored by the development of feature-driven web visualisation techniques such as
OGC-compliant Web Feature Services (WFS) in a fundamental departure from the
pioneering raster image approaches.
Consequent to these developments, not only have multiple (and often simultaneous)
routes of access to individual data resources been opened, but the ability to disseminate
and exchange resource subsets has been enabled. Nevertheless, with no guarantee that
dataset metadata (when extant) will either accompany these subsets, or indeed be
adequate to accurately depict their key statistics, doubts can arise as to the
appropriateness of the constituent features. It could therefore be argued that many
affected applications would benefit from even a minimal indication of quality, embedded
at the feature level.

2. ISO Standards and Feature Metadata
An integral part of any metadata approach should be the adoption of a well-defined
convention. The ISO 19115:2005 Geographic Information – Metadata standard details a
content schema for the documentation of geospatial data. While some provision has been

made for the generation of metadata at varying degrees of resolution, its focus arguably
lies with the depiction of data at the dataset, and to a lesser degree, dataset series level.
Metadata at the sub-dataset level are presented within a metadata hierarchy (Figure 1);
but suggested implementations only include definitions at these levels when exceptions
occur. Further, as metadata conforming to ISO 19115 are held discrete from the resources
they describe by convention, this treatment for metadata on its own is insufficient when
considering some of the aforementioned issues.

Figure 1. ISO 19115 Metadata Hierarchy
The ISO 19109:2005 Geographic Information – Rules for Application Schema standard
meanwhile allows for the definition of conceptual data models which define the logical
structure of an application’s data. Geographic feature types are classified based on a
structure defined by the General Feature Model (GFM); feature type definitions (detailing
feature attributes, operations and association roles) may be elaborated in feature
catalogues.
Of particular interest is its specific treatment for feature attributes as well as the general
ability to integrate within any ISO 10109 application schema other ISO standard
schemas. Here, any feature attribute (GF_AttributeType) can have atomic metadata items
associated with it by sub-classing entities beneath the GF_QualityAttributeType
specialisation of the GF_MetadataAttributeType entity (Figure 2). Attribute types
accordingly defined (specifically, to carry metadata information such as quality and
currentness) obtain their value type definitions and value domains from the ISO 19115
MD_Metadata entity. It should be noted however that temporal attributes used as
metadata items (described below) are arrived at in this manner, and not through the
GF_TemporalAttributeType entity included in Figure 2, which is employed for
conventional temporal attribute definition.

Figure 2. Attributes of feature types (adapted from ISO 19109)

3. Feature Metadata Implementation
To illustrate how this conceptual model translates into a practical ISO-compliant
treatment for embedded feature-level metadata, an existing published standard was
identified and transformed. Providing a sparse approach for feature depiction, the USDA
Forest Service’s feature metadata standard (summarised in Table 1) was therefore
deemed appropriate.

Attribute
REV_DATE

Data Type
Date

DATA_SOURCE
ACCURACY

Character (2)
Number (6,2)

Description
Date of feature creation or
revision
Source of feature
Feature accuracy measured
in dataset units of measure

Table 1. Attributes of feature types used in the USDA Forest Service
feature metadata standard1

3.1 REV_DATE
Denoting the date instance of feature creation or update, the ISO equivalent of
REV_DATE may be arrived at through traversing the schema illustrated in Figure 3 (as
are DATA_SOURCE and ACCURACY below). Two candidate entities are presented:
DQ_DataQuality>LI_Lineage and MD_Identification>MD_DataIdentification. The latter
is defined as containing information relevant for data identification and so may be
dismissed; the former is chosen as it is formally defined as supporting information
regarding the “events or source data used in constructing the data” (ISO 19115, clause
B.2.4.2.1).
Due to the ambiguity of the REV_DATE definition (creation OR revision), a decision
must be made between which specialised LI_Lineage entity to adopt: LI_Source depicts
data creation information, LI_ProcessStep the data transformation and maintenance
details. LI_ProcessStep is consequently selected due to probability of data being revised,
as indicated by the source standard’s attribute name. The entity’s dateTime property is
thus identified as the ISO equivalent, a field which may more appropriately be
implemented using its short (more specific) name stepDateTm.

3.2 DATA_SOURCE
LI_ProcessStep entity is also used to define the DATA_SOURCE field; its description
property (short name stepDesc) is chosen as it specifically provides for a narrative of the
data creation process. And as this is constrained by a non-prescriptive free text domain,
incorporation of existing dictionaries are permitted (such as that defined within the
example USDA standard).

3.3 ACCURACY
Assessments of a data object’s quality are documented in ISO 19115 via the subclasses of
the DQ_Element entity. The positional accuracy field as defined in the USDA standard is
consequently represented by the DQ_AbsoluteExternalPositionalAccuracy specialisation
of DQ_DataQuality>DQ_Element.
1

http://www.fs.fed.us/gac/metadata/feature_level.html

Figure 3. ISO 19115 metadata objects used in the definition of feature metadata

3.4 Character Encoding
While strict ISO compliance requires that the character encoding for each feature type be
respected (and are consequently included herein), decisions as to whether this degree of
adherence is desirable will depend upon the application. Disambiguation may be
necessary where feature provenance is unclear (such as in some web applications)
whereas a less stringent encoding may suffice for quality tracking at , for example,
organisational level.
Attribute
stepDateTm
stepDesc
DQAbsExtPosAcc

Data Type
DateTime
Character String
Number

Character encoding
dateTime (ISO 8601)
Free text
Record (ISO 19103)

Table 2. ISO equivalents of USDA feature types

4. FLM Applications
The objective of the current paper was to illustrate an approach for implementing ISOcompliant feature metadata; while proposing no conclusions per se, it is contended that
the prospective uses for metadata at the feature level are various. Current
implementations further illustrate the merits of metadata at this resolution, as observed in
the Ordnance Survey’s Change Only Updates service. Other applications which have
leveraged embedded metadata include those focussed on quality control and the
representation of data ‘fuzziness’ (Kennedy, 2000), feature-time series analyses (Goodall
et al, 2004) and (attribute) data mining (Merrett, 2002).
The following meanwhile outlines some preliminary musings on potential areas of
investigation surrounding future implementations. Topics for consideration within each
include the degree of schema detail, the encoding mechanism (whether embedded or
associated), the method for querying and retrieval, proprietary versus open source
implementations, among others.

4.1 Metadata generation
Whether yielding elements via type definitions, or allowing for more accurate
assessments of data update events, feature level metadata can play a potential role in
automated processes aimed at automatically documenting geospatial assets at higher
degrees of resolution. While potential contribution may well prove modest, coupling
feature metadata analysis with other metadata authoring processes will have a cumulative
impact.

4.2 Asset management and visualisation
Real-time visualisation of data resources for activities such as quality control, workflow
allocation and productivity surveillance is often tied to proprietary systems requiring
specific clients and data formats. Coupling feature metadata with open source web
service technologies provide the potential for overcoming restrictive approaches and
enable local and remote connectivity.

4.3 Feature semantics
Unlocking the semantics inherent in features and their metadata may provide for a
different approach in verifying data validity. Such an approach could involve associating
feature types with an ontology encoded with rules, such as defining the geographic
occurrence of certain objects, or the permitted surveying techniques for a given category
of feature. Processed using computerised reasoning approaches, inconsistencies can thus
be identified and addressed.
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